Computational approaches are frequently used in ligand design. We have developed two complementary techniques, the Protein Structure Similarity Clustering (PSSC) [1] and the Scaffold Tree [2,3].
The PSSC is based on subfold similarity around the binding sites of proteins. Its central hypothesis is that structurally similar binding sites bind structurally similar ligands. Thus PSSC leads to target clusters and structural templates for library design.
The Scaffold Tree provides a structure based classifiction of chemical compounds based on their scaffolds. These scaffolds are then further deconstructed according to a set of rules yielding a hierarchy of chemically meaningful entities. This genealogy based on substructure relationships can be used to chart chemical spaces and to mine large datasets, e.g., of screening data.
The concept of "Biology Oriented Synthesis" (BIOS) describes the synthesis of new biologically active compounds starting from prevalidated structures and also incorporates the joint application of PSSC and the Scaffold Tree. It offers new routes to biologically prevalidated compounds and corresponding target cluster promising more and selective hits.
